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**Mechanization of Vegetable Harvesting**

**Columbia River and Tributaries, Northwestern United States**

The current report—Mechanized: Transforming Africa’s Agriculture Value Chains—summarizes the findings of a systematic analysis of what countries at the forefront of progress in mechanization have done right. It analyzes which policy decisions were taken and which interventions were implemented to substantially increase the uptake of mechanization. The report takes a broad perspective on mechanization, including technologies along the entire value chain and how they relate to agricultural development and job creation. The report shows what can be done to sustainably mechanize agriculture to increase production and enhance value addition across value chain segments. The set of policies and practices that are identified, if brought to scale, could have significant impact on agricultural transformation in Africa. The report provides a roadmap for African governments to take concerted action to deliver on the growth and transformation targets set out by the Malabo Declaration and the Sustainable Development Goals.

**Migrant and Seasonal Farmworker Powerlessness: Who are the migrants?**

This publication contains a detailed description of research efforts and available technologies related to different agricultural practices in vegetable crop production like tillage, sowing, planting or transplanting available in India and abroad. Critical operations like planting and transplanting need serious attention of researchers, thus, a comprehensive review on such aspects has been included in the book besides brief description on agronomical practices of vegetable crops. The equipment related to plant protection and irrigation methods appropriate to vegetable cultivation, state-of-art technologies related to harvesting and seed extraction of vegetable crops, post-harvest management of vegetables including on-farm processing for value addition, energy efficient low cost technologies like evaporative cool chamber, environment controlled cool chamber, retracted cultivation for higher production and quality vegetable production, technologies related to vegetable seed processing, Indian standards on vegetable cultivation and processing machines have also been described.

**Vegetable Production in Central Asia**

**Status of Harvest Mechanization of Horticultural Crops**

This is an up-to-date comprehensive text and reference on vegetable production in America and Canada for vegetable growers, handlers and marketers. Divided into three parts, this book discusses principles of vegetable production, explores the science and technology of vegetable crops (covering 12 major crop areas) and provides a glossary of terms used throughout. Nonnecke relates the most useful technology to each topic covered and emphasizes the key role of good husbandry as well as the opportunity for each region to deliver seasonably or year-round abundant, high-quality produce.

**Effects of agricultural mechanization on economies of scope in crop production in Nigeria**

Agricultural mechanization has often been characterized by scale effects and increased specialization. Such characterizations, however, fail to explain how mechanization may grow in Africa where production environments are more heterogeneous and diversification of production may help in mitigating risks from increasingly uncertain climatic conditions. Using panel data from farm households and crop-specific production costs in Nigeria, we estimate how the adoption of animal traction or tractors affects the economies of scope (EOS) between rice, non-rice grains, legume/seed crops, and other crops, which are the crop groups that are most widely grown with animal traction or tractors in Nigeria. The results indicate that the adoption of these mechanization technologies is associated with lower EOS between non-rice grains, legume/seed crops, and other crops, but greater EOS between rice and other crops. An increase in EOS for rice is indicated in both primal and dual analytical approaches. Mechanical technologies may raise EOS between crops that are grown in more heterogeneous environments, even though it may lower EOS between crops that are grown in relatively similar environments. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that shows the effects of mechanical technologies on EOS in agriculture in developing countries.

**Mechanization of Vegetable Harvesting**

**Equipment for Vegetable Production**

**Farm mechanization in India: Economic issues, perspective and opportunities**

**Structural Change in Agriculture**

Mechanization is a process of replacing biological sources of energy involving animal and human labour to mechanized sources of energy. Farm mechanization indicates the use of machines for conducting agricultural operations replacing the traditional methods which involve human and animal labour. In the period 2004-05 to 2011-12, robust growth in the secondary and tertiary sectors led to significant job creation in agriculture sector. Tractors and power tillers have been driving the farm mechanization in India. Tractor sales have grown at a CAGR of 9.0% in Financial Year (FY) 05-15 to around 5.5 lakh tractors in FY15 (around 2.3 lakh in FY2005) whereas sales of power tillers have been growing at a CAGR of 10.6% in FY2005 to 2015 to 48,000 power tillers in FY2015 (17,841 in FY2005). Farm mechanization is a fuel to agriculture production now days. As several studies indicate the mechanization not only reduced the drudgery of manual labour and it enables the efficient and judicious use of resources. The increased agricultural production and productivity over the decades is coupled with the farm power availability. High labour intensive crops have turned to low labour intensive crops by replacing the mechanical power, which also reduced the cost of production and improved quality of produce led to increased farmers income share.

**I International Symposium on Mechanization of Vegetable Production**

The manual work carried out by farmers and their families is often both onerous and time consuming and in many countries this is a major constraint to increasing agricultural production. Such day-to-day drudgery is a major contributing factor in the migration of people, particularly the young, from the rural countryside to seek the prospect of a better life in the towns and cities. Farm production can be substantially increased through the use of mechanical technologies which both are labor-saving and directly increase yields and production. This document provides guidelines on the development and formulation of an agricultural mechanization strategy and forms part of FAO's approach on sustainable production intensification.

**The Biologic and Economic Assessment of Lindane**

**Tennessee Valley Greenhouse Vegetable Workshop**

Introduction to vegetables and vegetable production system; Growth and development of vegetable crops; Environmental factors affecting vegetable production; Variety development and testing; Vegetable seed production technology; Seed quality testing; Crop management; Soil management; Water management; Crop protection; Mechanization in vegetable production; Postharvest technology for vegetables; Economics of vegetable production.

**Further Mechanization of the Production of Vegetable Crops**

**Romania**

Publishes in depth articles on labor subjects, current labor statistics, information about current labor contracts, and book reviews.

**A Technical Seminar on Implications of Mechanization for Fruit and Vegetable Harvesting**

**A National Program of Research for Farm Labor and Mechanization**
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